Preoperative shunts in suprasellar tumours.
A series of 22 cases of large suprasellar tumours was studied retrospectively. These patients had undergone a preoperative shunt to facilitate surgical exposure of the tumour and to reduce intracranial pressure in critically ill patients. Our observations on the clinical progress of these patients following the shunt is analysed. Nine patients worsened to a varying degree following insertion of the shunt. Seven patients became drowsy, one developed worsening of vision and a hemiparesis, and one became an akinetic mute. The worsening was probably related to alteration of intracranial pressure dynamics and resultant compression in the hypothalamic region by subtle superior migration of the tumour. Operative difficulties were encountered during the dissection of the tumour from the neural structures in these cases. We conclude that with the availability of modern decongestive measures and basal surgical exposures, preoperative shunting is rarely indicated and can be occasionally dangerous. In the absence of actual proof, it is postulated that the secondary ventricular enlargement appears to be a protective mechanism of the brain helping to reduce tumour pressure on the basal forebrain structures.